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2.5 pts (neatness)
Reading Comprehension: (22 pts)
Read the attached text and answer the following questions.
1. Find words in the text that mean the same as: (3 pts)
a- Fun/amusement:

……………………………………

b- Useful:

……………………………………

c- Weird:

……………………………………

d- Trendy:

……………………………………

e- Say/ argue:

……………………………………

f- Buy:

……………………………………

2. Are these sentences True or False? Answer by quoting the text. (4 pts)
a- Flyboard isn’t an extremely safe invention.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
b- If you can’t drive, you can’t get onboard a POD.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
c- PODs pollute a lot.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
d- “EMILY” the robot is expensive and not a good bargain.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

3.
-

Choose the best title for paragraphs A / B / C. There is ONE title you don’t need. (2 pts)
Smart Drones
…………….
Driverless vehicle
…………….
Courageous Robot …………….
Suit up Superman
…………….

Now answer in your OWN words!
4. Why are people amazed by technology? Give two arguments. (3 pts)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5. Will new technological brainwaves make people more or less active? Justify your answer
giving 2 examples from the text. (3 pts)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
6. According to the text, how can technology be harmful to teens? (2 pts)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
7. “Well, is technology such a bad thing?” (l.31)
Answer the question giving two arguments to support your point of view. (5 pts)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Grammar and Vocabulary: (24.5 pts)
1- Complete the conversation between Emily and Kristen with the comparative or superlative
form of the adjectives in brackets. (8 pts)
Emily: Two boys want to go to the end of school dance with me.
Kristen: Who?
Emily: Wayne and Theo
Kristen: Well, go with Wayne. He’s ……………………………………… (handsome) Theo.
He’s ……………………………………... (thin) too.
Emily: Well, Theo isn’t fat! Anyway, Wayne is …………………………………. (boring) Theo.
Theo is …………………………. (funny) Wayne and Theo is ……………………………………
(intelligent) boy in class. In fact, he gets ……………………………………… (high) marks in all
exams. Wayne doesn’t know anything!
Kristen: So go with Theo.
Emily: Well… Wayne has got a car, so he can drive me home. Theo lives ……………………….
(far) from me than Wayne and hasn’t got a car. I don’t want to ask my parents to pick me up. It’s
a difficult decision.
Kristen: Yes, but it’s ……………………………………. (difficult) deciding what to wear.
That’s impossible! Which dress do you think looks best on me?

2- Complete the email with the correct form of the verbs in brackets using the present perfect
or the past simple. (5.5 pts)
Dear Anna,
I…………………….…..(to be) on a tour of Europe for two weeks with my parents. So far we
………………….…………. (to visit) two cities – Paris and Amsterdam. Four days ago, we
…………………………………… (to arrive) in Paris. …………..……………………(you/ to go/
ever) there? It’s beautiful. The first day, we …………………………………… (to go) up the
Eiffel Towel. The view …………….….(to be) incredible. I ………………………………………
(to see/ never) anything like it.
Yesterday, we …………………………………….. (to stop) in Florence, Italy. We
…………………………………… (to explore) the old town on foot. Then we
…………………………………… (to climb) up the Campanile, which is a really tall tower.
There were 414 steps, but it was worth it.
Next, we’re going to Rome. I ……………………………………… (to read) all about it last night
and am really looking forward to it. I hope you’re enjoying the summer.
Love!
Daisy

3- Choose the correct answer. (5 pts)
1. I sat next to the wrong person in the cinema. I was so embarrassed / embarrassing.
2. Marcus is too / enough violent. He always starts fights.
3. Sam and Pam are seventeen years old. They are / aren’t old enough to travel on their own.
4. We had enough room / room enough to store all the information.
5. Mum! Come and join us. We are having / have a cool lemonade.
6. While we were playing / are playing tennis, John hurt his arm.
7. The teacher asked her students to make / raise money for the school concert.
8. Stuntmen take / make lots of risks.
9. At the ceremony, Stuart made / said an emotional speech.
10. Emily won / beat the previous world record of chess.

4- Complete the sentences with the words below. There are more words than you need. (6 pts)
audience

bucket

charge

stationer’s

auction

owes

buskers
turn on
lends

audition

log on

digital photo frame

turn up

take off

upload

bid

goods

1. Please …………………………….… to the computer using your own password and not
someone’s else.
2. Yesterday, Tom took a video at work. Today, he wants to.…………………….………… it to
YouTube.
3. My friend ……………………..some money. He promised to pay me back next week.
4. This shop puts a lot of …………………….on sale during weekends.
5. I love listening to …………………………..in the streets of New York.
6. I can’t hear the music. Can you ……………………...………… the radio?
7. ……………………….……… your sweatshirt if you’re hot.
8. The local museum doesn’t …………….…………………for admission.
9. Yesterday, I bought a tube of glue at the……………………………… next to my school.
10. Two hours ago, we walked along the beach collecting small crabs in a ……………………………
11. She was terribly nervous before the ………………………………, but once she started singing
she was fine.
12. My dad bought that painting in an ……………….……………… . He paid £200 for it in the end.

June 19th, 2017

Grade 7

Final Exam
Dreams Become Reality

People now have touch-screen phones, cool appliances, and smart homes. According to recent research,
on average, every person possesses three to four electronic devices, all of which are meant to make our
life easier and give us access to information and entertainment. Geniuses have come up with fantastic and
effective inventions that science fiction movies showed and predicted in the past. The future looks even
more promising!
A ………………………….…….
As unbelievable as it may sound, very soon people might be able to fly! Last month the first Flyboard Air
came out. Turns out, it’s more real than any hoverboard we’ve seen before, as the cool thing just set the
Guinness World Record for the furthest distance traveled on a hovering transporter. According to
Guinness, inventor Franky Zapata rode the device a total of 7,388. It seemed like a very easy job for him,
making flying look really fun and practical. The Flyboard Air is still a work in progress, though, it
doesn’t appear to have much in the way of safety systems for now, which is why Zapata sticks to flying it
over water, allowing him to crash safely in the event of a malfunction.
B………………………………….
You get in a POD – a small car. You can’t drive, but that’s no problem because the pod doesn’t require a
driver. You just relax in the car, play computer games if you want or surf the web. Is this an unusual
dream? No. A hundred driverless PODs will soon be on the road in the British town of Milton. With
special computer programs and applications, they will drive people around. Each POD can carry two
people and travel at a maximum speed of about 19Kph. They will be fashionable, will save time (better
than walking) and energy. Designers also claim they’ll be environmentally friendly.
C…………………………………
Everybody knows robots will eventually take all our jobs. They’ve already taken over a lot of work in
factories; they are replacing drivers, and soon, even lifeguards might be replaced by ones. The EMILY is
a robot that actually saves people’s lives in the water. Made by maritime robotics company Hydronalix,
it’s a remote-controlled robot that can swim through strong currents and high waves at speeds of up to 22
mph. That allows it to go a lot faster than any human lifeguard ever could. Each one comes equipped with
two-way radios, a video camera that streams to a special application, and onboard lighting for night
rescues. It is true that it costs a fortune, yet there are no doubts it’s worth every dollar.
Finally, who knows, in the future, we may have the opportunity to download any app onto our
smartphones or purchase a device to do whatever we dream of. Some experts call Teenagers
“SCREENagers” because of their addiction to technology – Well, is technology such a bad thing? Aren’t
our dreams becoming reality?
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Reading Comprehension: (22 pts)

2.5 pts (neatness)

8. Find words in the text that mean the same as: (3 pts)
ghijklm-

Fun/amusement:
Useful:
Weird:
Trendy:
Say/ argue:
Buy:

…entertainment ……………………
…practical…………………………
…unusual…………………………
…fashionable ……………………
……claim………………………………
…purchase…………………………………

9. Are these sentences True or False? Answer by quoting the text. (4 pts)
e- Flyboard isn’t an extremely safe invention.
……T……(l.12)it doesn’t appear to have much in the way of safety systems …………………
f- If you can’t drive, you can’t get onboard a POD.
……F…(1.5-16) the POD doesn’t require a driver. ……………………………………………
g- PODs pollute a lot.
………F…(l. 19) designers also claim they’ll be environmentally friendly ……………………………
h- “EMILY” the robot is expensive and not a good bargain.
………F…(l.28) it costs a fortune YET there are no doubts it’s worth every dollar………

10. Choose the best title for paragraphs A / B / C. There is ONE title you don’t need. (2 pts)
- Smart Drones
…………….
- Driverless vehicle
…B………….
- Courageous Robot …C………….
- Suit up Superman
…A………….
Now answer in your OWN words!
11. Why are people amazed by technology? Give two arguments. (3 pts)
People are amazed by technology because it offers us trendy, practical and fun new devices. Today’s
inventions are also like a dream come true. People also have a lot of information about nearly everything
because of the development of Technology.

12. Will new technological brainwaves make people more or less active? Justify your answer
giving 2 examples from the text. (3 pts)
People will most probably be less active. We’ll be flying using Flyboards or riding/driving PODs instead
of walking. People will also use a lot of electronic devices, which means they’ll be stuck to screens
instead of pursuing outdoor activities. Robots will also take over many jobs leaving people unemployed
or less active.

13. According to the text, how can technology be harmful to teens? (2 pts)
-

It can become an addiction.

-

It’s a waste of time.

-

It makes them lazier.

14. “Well, is technology such a bad thing?” (l.31)
Answer the question giving two arguments to support your point of view. (5 pts)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………PERSONAL…………………………………………………………………………………

Grammar and Vocabulary: (24.5 pts)
5- Complete the conversation between Emily and Kristen with the comparative or superlative
form of the adjectives in brackets. (8 pts)
Emily: Two boys want to go to the end of school dance with me.
Kristen: Who?
Emily: Wayne and Theo
Kristen: Well, go with Wayne. He’s …more handsome than………… (handsome) Theo. He’s
………thinner………………... (thin) too.
Emily: Well, Theo isn’t fat! Anyway, Wayne is …more boring than…………. (boring) Theo.
Theo is …funnier than ………. (funny) Wayne and Theo is ……the most intelligent …………
(intelligent) boy in class. In fact, he gets ……the highest…………………… (high) marks in all
exams. Wayne doesn’t know anything!
Kristen: So go with Theo.
Emily: Well… Wayne has got a car, so he can drive me home. Theo lives ……farther …. (far)
from me than Wayne and hasn’t got a car. I don’t want to ask my parents to pick me up. It’s a
difficult decision.
Kristen: Yes, but it’s ……more difficult …. (difficult) deciding what to wear.
That’s impossible! Which dress do you think looks best on me?

6- Complete the email with the correct form of the verbs in brackets using the present perfect
or the past simple. (5.5 pts)
Dear Anna,
I…have been.…..(to be) on a tour of Europe for two weeks with my parents. So far we …have
visited……. (to visit) two cities – Paris and Amsterdam. Four days ago, we ……arrived…… (to
arrive) in Paris. …Have you ever been ………(you/ to go/ ever) there? It’s beautiful. The first
day, we ………went … (to go) up the Eiffel Towel. The view ……was……….….(to be)
incredible. I ……have never seen…… (to see/ never) anything like it.
Yesterday, we ………stopped…. (to stop) in Florence, Italy. We ……explored…………… (to
explore) the old town on foot. Then we ……climbed………(to climb) up the Campanile, which
is a really tall tower. There were 414 steps, but it was worth it.
Next, we’re going to Rome. I ……read… (to read) all about it last night and am really looking
forward to it. I hope you’re enjoying the summer.
Love!
Daisy
7- Choose the correct answer. (5 pts)
11. I sat next to the wrong person in the cinema. I was so embarrassed / embarrassing.

12. Marcus is too / enough violent. He always starts fights.
13. Sam and Pam are seventeen years old. They are / aren’t old enough to travel on their own.
14. We had enough room / room enough to store all the information.
15. Mum! Come and join us. We are having / have a cool lemonade.
16. While we were playing / are playing tennis, John hurt his arm.
17. The teacher asked her students to make / raise money for the school concert.
18. Stuntmen take / make lots of risks.
19. At the ceremony, Stuart made / said an emotional speech.
20. Emily won / beat the previous world record of chess.

8- Complete the sentences with the words below. There are more words than you need. (6 pts)
audience

bucket

charge

stationer’s

auction

owes

buskers
turn on
lends

audition

log on

digital photo frame

turn up

take off

upload

bid

goods

13. Please ………log on…………………….… to the computer using your own password and not
someone’s else.
14. Yesterday, Tom took a video at work. Today, he wants to.……upload ………… it to YouTube.
15. My friend …owes…………………..some money. He promised to pay me back next week.
16. This shop puts a lot of …goods………………….on sale during weekends.
17. I love listening to ……buskers……………………..in the streets of New York.
18. I can’t hear the music. Can you ………turn up……………...………… the radio?
19. ……Take off………………….……… your sweatshirt if you’re hot.
20. The local museum doesn’t ……………charge.…………………for admission.
21. Yesterday, I bought a tube of glue at the……stationer’s………………………… next to my
school.
22. Two hours ago, we walked along the beach collecting small crabs in a ……bucket……………
23. She was terribly nervous before the ………audition………………………, but once she started
singing she was fine.
24. My dad bought that painting in an ……auction…… . He paid £200 for it in the end.

